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TDAP INTRODUCTION
Trade Development Authority of Pakistan is the premier trade promotion organization mandated to develop 
and promote products and services of the country in international markets. 

TDAP implements policies and directives of Federal Government and its Board of Directors for enhancing, 
promoting and facilitating trade.

TDAP supports and facilitates businesses through latest information and capacity building initiatives to 
enhance and improve their leverage in international trade.

To achieve its objectives, TDAP organizes as well as participates in local & international trade fairs, country 
specific exhibitions, trade delegations, conducts seminars and organizes contacts and information exchange 
events both physically as well on digital platforms.

 This publication is part of the efforts of TDAP to share details and showcase Pakistan’s products and services 
in international markets.



The Hen & Rooster 6 Piece Block Set features forged 3Cr13MoV stainless steel blades and walnut handles. Each knife is easily stored in the innovative Acaci 
woodblock insert that conforms to any blade shape up to 8" in length. Features: Forged 3Cr13MoV Stainless Steel Blades. Walnut Handle. Metal Throats and End 
Caps. Innovative Acaci Wood Block Insert Conforms to Any Blade Shape, Accommodating Blades up to 8" in Length; Food Grade Material Bristles, Permanently 
Secured in a Weighted Base, are Removable from the Block for Easy Cleaning. HS Code: 8211

PRODUCT PROFILE + HS CODE

Kitchen Knives Set

The Frost Cutlery Tac Xtreme Throwing Axe features a stainless steel construction with a black coating and rough finish and blood grooves as well a paracord 
wrapped handle. This axe features a lanyard hole. It’s 13.5” overall. It comes with a black nylon sheath. Features: Black Coated Stainless Steel Construction with Rough 
Finish. Blood Grooves. Paracord Wrap on Handle. Lanyard Hole. Black Nylon Sheath. HS Code:8211

Axes

The 2.625" Damascus Skinner Blade Blank measures 2.625” skinning blade, 1/8” thick, and 6.375” overall. This model mayor may not have pre-drilled rivet holes. Perfect 
for any fixed blade knife making project. HS Code: 8211

Skinning Knives

Product Description
Stainless Steel Table Cutlery Thickness: 3mm
Material: 18/8 Steel and 202 Steel
Finish: Mirror, Matt and Gold Plated HS Code 8215

Table Cutlery

High Quality Hand forged Damascus Steel Kitchen Knives Set with Red Wood Handle Damascus steel, it’s a passion
Stylish knives that will suit your kitchen Excellent quality Razor Sharp blades Red Wood Handle excellent feel Exquisite workmanship with extreme Durability
The High Grade Damascus steel used for these blades consists of layers of low carbon & high carbon mixture welded, forged and hammered several times to obtain 
Up to 200 Layers. The hardness of these blades is up to 55 HRC on the Rockwell scale providing sharp edges that are designed for lots of use. Precision heat treating 
methods are employed to provide the sharpest, most enduring edges available. Only quality materials have been used to create this beautiful Knives Set, hand 
forged kitchen knives. Featuring High Grade Damascus Steel blade. The Red Wood scale is fixed with brass mosaic pin. Comfortable in your hand, you will volunteer 
to be the cook tonight! For the collector or the Chef Master this set of knives are stylish and built to la Chop, Dice, Slice and Carve your way to being a Master Chef 
with this set of versatile knives.

Interesting information about Damascus steel:
Damascus steel is an advanced form of shaping steel, derived from centuries-old forging technique used to create blades that became almost legendary in their 
reputation for strength and sharpness. Recognized by the distinctive pattern on the surface of the metal, the stratified layers of steel are reminiscent of flowing water.
HS Code 8211

Hunting Knives

Excellent Quality Razor Sharp Folding Blade Colored Black Bone Handle Damascus Bolsters With Excellent Feel Leather Sheath With Belt Loop, To Protect Your
Blade Exquisite Workmanship With Extreme Durability Add to cart

Excellent Quality Razor Sharp Folding Blade Colored Handle Damascus Bolsters With Excellent Feel Leather Sheath With Belt Loop, To Protect Your Blade Exquisite 
Workmanship With Extreme Durability

The High Grade Damascus steel used for these blades consists of layers of low carbon & high carbon mixture welded, forged and hammered several times to obtain 
Up to 200 Layers. The hardness of these blades is up to 55 HRC on the Rockwell scale providing sharp edges that are designed for lots of use.

Precision heat treating methods are employed to provide the sharpest, most enduring edges available.
Only quality materials have been used to create this beautiful Knives Set, hand forged kitchen knives. Featuring High Grade Damascus Steel blade. The Red Wood 
scale is fixed with brass mosaic pin. Comfortable in your hand, you will volunteer to be the cook tonight! For the collector or the Chef Master this set of knives are 
stylish and built to last.

Folding Knives



How to care for your new knives: (You will receive a set of care instructions with your purchase)
Store in a dry place, moisture encourages rust. Damascus is very easy to clean if rusted but is rust resistant. After use, wash and dry the blade & apply vegetable oil, 
or any food safe lubricating oil.
To maintain a beautiful finish, clean the brass on the handle with a brass cleaner. Sometimes Damascus steel darkens with age. To brighten up the blade, sand it 
lengthwise with a worn piece of sand paper. This just hits the raised portions of the etched pattern and makes the blade look brighter. HS Code: 8211

PRODUCTION AREAS
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Mr. Faisal Zaman

Trade Development Authority of Pakistan, Ministry of Commerce
FTC Building, Block-A, Shahrah-e-Faisal, Karachi - Pakistan
Tel: +92-21-99206487-90    UAN: 111-444-111
URL: www.tdap.gov.pk

Assistant Manager (E & M Div),
Trade Development Authority of Pakistan
055-9330558
www.tdap.gov.pk
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